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Deer Valley USD 

Wellness Policy Meeting 

March 25, 2015 6PM-7:30PM 

1. Introductions/attendance 

a. Kristina Hesse- Parent Norterra Canyon 

b. Kristi Mollner- Community Member, AzMCDPH 

c. Deborah Cook- RN New River 

d. Lorrie Ahern- Café managers BCHS 

e. Sarah Martinelli- RD Food & Nutrition Coordinator 

f. Kerrie Zigler- RD, Food & Nutrition Director 

 

2. Review of current USDA legislation regarding wellness policy requirements and district steps to 

getting policy approved. 

a. Likely district steps for getting wellness policy approved: 

i. Presentation of policy to assistant superintendent of finance. 

ii. Presentation of policy by assistant superintendent of finance to the district 

cabinet. 

iii. Potential revision of policy by wellness committee. 

iv. Presentation to the School Board. 

 

3. Reviewed three goals required by USDA for nutrition promotion and education, physical activity, 

and other school-based activities that were developed in March 12th meeting. No changes were 

recommend to the broad goals listed below. It was discussed that the broad goals be described 

in more detail in a summary paragraph. We also reiterated the fact that the policy document 

will be the specific steps for how we plan to achieve these goals. 

a. Nutrition promotion and education - The district will provide a comprehensive learning 

environment for developing and practicing lifelong wellness behaviors. 

b. Physical activity- The district will provide opportunities for students to engage in 

physical activity. 

c. Other school-based activities- The district will support and promote proper dietary 

habits contributing to student’s health status and academic performance. 

 

4. Review of the model wellness policy put out by Alliance for a Healthier Generation in small 

groups. The remainder of the nutrition section was reviewed today starting at page 9 “Nutrition 

Promotion”. (A copy of this model policy can be found on the Food & Nutrition Department 

webpage.) The goal of the review was to read the model policy and determine if the policy 

would fit DVUSD’s needs and make recommendations on wording of the policy and any possible 

modifications needed etc. We were asking the following four questions as we read: 

a. How do the specific policies support our three goals? 

b. What action steps would be needed to implement the specific policy? 

c. What resources would help responsible parties implement the policy? 

d. What are the potential arguments against the policy? 
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A complete summary of this review of the model policy from both meetings will be posted online later in 

the summer. 

5. Discussion about the need for some financial support for various wellness programs. It was 

suggested that we reach out to ASU to see if the students who are working towards degrees in 

non-profits need experience writing grants. Perhaps they can help us to locate and write grants 

to help support wellness initiatives. 

 

6. Discussion about how to continue to gather input about wellness strategies in the district from 

stakeholders who are not able to attend wellness meetings. We will create a list of stakeholders 

and provide them with a copy of our modified policy to gather input. This list will include 

principals, curriculum advisors, and other members of the DVUSD community. 

 

7. Discussion of best meeting time for future meetings. It was determined that after 5pm would 

allow for more people to attend. 


